Go Well services

About Us
We pride ourselves with our mission
to be a guide in life’s mandatory
decision, providing choices during the
emotional time of life and helping you make the
right decision as to how these endow with
long-lasting solutions.
Go Well is geared towards providing excellent life
assurance and funeral services.

Why Go Well?
Go well allows you to protect your family
and those close from the emotional and
financial burden of arranging a funeral.
You can relax in the knowledge that
everything is being taken care of, and you
and those you love will be protected from
the rising costs.
We outline exactly what your policy
entails, we instill trust among our clients,
and we allow them the peace of mind.

Removal of deceased to mortuary
Free body removal ( home, public/ private hospital
removal in a 60km.
Registration of death
We ensure you have the right documentation that will
help you acquire a death certificate. From notification of
death, death reports, burial orders .

Mortuary services
We do a full body preparation, body dressing, embalming
right through to body presentation.
Custom sensitive
We care so much that we went out of our way to do it
right by you. We offer cremations, Muslim burials and
cater to different kinds of traditional and religious
sensitive burials. Tell us how you wish to honor your
deceased and we will go the extra mile to cater for you.

Repatriation to any region in Africa
The repatriation benefit will cover transportation of the
deceased’s body to/from any region in Africa including
facilitation of documents for repatriation .
Burial Services


Catering



Chapel services



Graveside assistance

Anyone between 14and 94
can apply, provided you have
a valid identifying documents.

Enhanced benefits
Our funeral plans are designed to pay
out quickly, or to provide sufficient
benefits to cover all major funeralrelated costs, as well as related expenses
or needs.

Add On Products

You will have access to a 24 hour funeral helpline where
professionals will assist you with various aspects of the
funeral arrangements, like grief counselling, repatriation
of the body and discounted rates with various funeral
suppliers.
Payment Methods
You can pay using Easy Pay, Persal, Debits, Stop Order
or SASSA Card.

The Memorial Benefit will pay a lump-sum amount of
R 10,000 either on the first anniversary of the
date of either the principal member or the
spouse, or in conjunction with the claim for the
Funeral Benefit as per the beneficiary’s
discretion.
The Beef benefit procurer's delivery of a beef
livestock or butchery voucher within South Africa.
The Survivor Benefit: entails that upon the death of
the principal member an amount of R 1,250 will be
paid out for 12 (twelve) months.
Accidental death benefits: This benefit pays an
amount between R10 000 to R50 000 if the main
member or spouse passes away in an accident.
Repatriation Assist: Provides transport for the
deceased to a funeral parlor closest to the place
of burial anywhere in South Africa and offers
assistance with the funeral arrangements.
Income continuation: This benefit pays an amount of
R3000 or R6000 to the beneficiary in the event of
the event of death of main member.
Grocery Plan: A R3000 cash amount is paid for
grocery expenses when the main member or
spouse passes away.
Airtime Benefit: A choice of R500 or R1000 airtime is
loaded on the nominated beneficiary’s phone in
the event that member and spouse pass away.
Flight Cover: A R30000 – R6000 Is paid for to an
immediate family to accompany the deceased out
of the country.

